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"You shut up!" Zhan Tianfeng stared at Yi Yuxi. "I don't believe that someone will take
such a big risk for no reason and help him. He must have a picture, maybe it is the
magic weapon against my Lingyu Sect.

  Here, " Yi Yuxi quickly defended and said: "Master, no, Brother Chen is not that
kind of person. A few days ago, I gave him the tickets for the Master's lecture on
military affairs in order to thank him, but Brother Chen They didn't accept it."

  "Then it shows that he has a picture. Telling about the Wuhui tickets, that's how
many warriors dream of it, but he doesn't want it. It seems that he is playing the trick
of wanting to do things and want more! "Zhan Tianfeng said.

  "Master, you can't think of Brother Chen so much, he isn't—" The expression on
Yi Yuxi's face was anxious and even angry.

  At this time, Chen Fei snorted, looked at Zhan Tianfeng, and said, "The villain can
only speculate on others with the heart of the villain!"

  "I'm just a reasonable guess! To do this for the magic weapon Come, no surprise."
Zhan Tianfeng looked at Chen Feidao.

  Chen Fei snorted aloud: "Magic implement? To be honest, I don't even think
about things like the small sect of your Lin Yuzong. Even your entire sect is nothing to
me. "

  "Boy, arrogance!" Zhan Tianfeng's face sank and he shouted angrily.

  Yi Yuxi on the side was also anxious. He quickly gave Chen Fei an eye, and then
explained to Zhan Tianfeng: "Master, Brother Chen, he is a short-term talk, not true,
don't care."

  But at this moment, Chen Fei said Tao: "I'm telling the truth."

  Chen Fei then looked at Yi Yuxi, and said: "Yuxi, I understand your heart. But



let's stop this matter."

  After finishing, Chen Fei got up, Want to leave.

  Yi Yuxi wanted to stop Chen Fei, but his mouth moved, but he didn't know what

to say.

  After all, Chen Fei saved himself, and the result was still suspected by his master.
Anyone else may be difficult to suppress anger.

  Thinking of this, Yi Yuxi couldn't help but look at Master, with a dissatisfied tone
of voice: "Master -"

  Zhan Tianfeng glared at Yi Yuxi, then looked at Chen Fei who got up and left,
sneered: "You thought, this matter Can you stop here?"

  Wen Yan, Chen Fei turned to look at Zhan Tianfeng, said coldly: "Why, you want
to do it with me?"

  "You are not worthy to let me do it!" Zhan Tianfeng snorted.

  Then he clapped his hands and said loudly, "It's almost time, it's time for you to
appear."

  With his voice, the side door of the private room opened and two people came out

of it.

  As soon as he saw the two of them, Yi Yuxi's face suddenly changed, his
expression startled, "Why are you here?"

  Chen Fei also frowned lightly, because he saw an acquaintance among the two.
Follow Humen Zongluohan who chases Yi Yuxi on the train.

  Luo Han sneered at the moment, and said to Yi Yuxi: "My brother and I are here,
your Master informed us."



  "What!" Yi Yuxi was shocked, and then looked at Zhan Tianfeng inexplicably, and
asked, " Master, why are you doing this? Chen Fei is my life-saving benefactor and the
benefactor of our Lingyu Sect.”

  Zhan Tianfeng said lightly: “Perhaps, he is really the benefactor of our Lingyu
Sect. But from another perspective , He is the enemy of Humen Zong."

  "I just accidentally left a clue. The Humen Zong people found this by themselves.
Looking for their

Qiu Ren hands, it has nothing to do with me. "

  Master, how can you do this, Brother Chen—" Yi Yuxi was really angry and
anxious. Having

  no idea with Master, Yi Yuxi hurriedly shouted to Chen Fei: "Brother Chen, you
run away. That was Luo Han and his brother Tu Wei. Tu Wei was a warrior in the

realm of the late Xuan class. You are not his opponent. "

  Lohan and TuWei heard this, Lengheng soon stopped at the departure of Chen Fei
on the route.

  " Bailing, possible? "

  Chen surnamed Chen, just grab your hand and catch it!" "

  .........

  Seeing this, Yi Yuxi rushed over anxiously, "Rohan, Tu Wei. This matter is
between our two ancestors and has nothing to do with Brother Chen. Don’t mess up—”

  “Yi Yuxi, he hurt my younger brother and broke the big event of my Humen Sect.
You say things have nothing to do with him, is it possible? Tu Wei snorted coldly and

took a step. His momentum grew and he was oppressed towards Chen Fei, so he was
ready to start.



  "No—" Yi Yuxi saw this, and was also running in a true spirit, ready to shoot.

  But At a critical moment, Zhan Tianfeng waved his hand, directly pulled Yi Yuxi
back, and pressed it on his seat. "Do it well, it's none of our business, don't do much
business. "

  Master--" Yi Yuxi shouted anxiously, but under the suppression of Zhan Tianfeng,
he couldn't move at all.

  At this time, Luo Han and Tu Wei had already pushed toward Chen Fei.

  Chen Fei put his hands in his pockets , Looked at the two calmly and said lightly:
"Are you sure, do you want to do it with me? "

  Lohan teeth, ruthless channel:" You wounded me and I'll give you your money
back tenfold. "

  Tu Wei also said in a cold voice: "The people of my Humen Sect are not easy to
bully." During the

  speech, the two shot abruptly, Zhenyuan broke out, and the momentum was

explosive.

  Because of his injuries, Luo Han's strength is not as good as Chen Fei's. But Tu
Wei aside, the offensive at the moment looks very terrifying.

  Zhenyuan's breath condensed on the fist face, and the explosion exploded like a
fierce tiger, roaring and rushing out, and struck Chen Fei.

  A powerful fist attacked, bursting in the air, making a loud bang.

  The terrible coercion, even Yi Yuxi, which is more than ten meters away, can feel



a strong coercion at this moment.

  Suddenly, she was even more worried, but she could only worry that there was no
way she could help.

  On the side, Zhan Tianfeng picked up the tea cup, his face was indifferent, but
instead excitedly commented on the move of TuWei. There is already a posture of tens
of thousands of ruins. This kind of strength, the Xuan-level martial arts, I am afraid it

can't resist at all."

  Yi Yuxi heard Master said this, and he was even more worried.

  But at this moment, Chen Fei faced Tu Wei's tumbling tiger roaring fist, but had
no fear at all. His eyelids moved slightly, shaking his head and saying, "Is this the
power?"

  Then, Chen Fei's right hand flicked gently, bursting out with great force, and hit
Tu Wei's Tiger Roar.

  In an instant, the two energies collided and shocked, and a "boom" burst
immediately.

  Under the strong impact of energy, Tu Wei's Hu Xiaoquan was directly crushed
by Chen Fei's energy. The dissipated energy drove TuWei back a few steps, staggering
his footsteps, and almost did not fall to the ground.

  On the other hand, Chen Fei on the opposite side, standing indifferently, seemed
to have no movement at all.
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